October 26, 2018

Dear San Diego Democratic Elected Officials, Leaders and Allies in the Labor Community:

We are largely Democrats, most of us consider ourselves progressive, we are overwhelmingly people of color, all of us care about southeastern San Diego and the right of this community to choose its own leaders. We don’t all like each other and we don’t agree on everything, but on this we absolutely, unequivocally, 100% agree... LEAVE MONICA MONTGOMERY ALONE!

The hateful, false and negative hit piece mailed to District 4 homes recently by the Labor Council with major funding from UDW is absolutely unacceptable. We strongly condemn it!

As we head into the final days of this campaign, the silly season, we urge, no we demand, you do not disparage, denigrate or otherwise distort the beauty of who Monica Montgomery is to win this council election with a candidate our community clearly does not want. We want to make it very, very plain, so there is no misunderstanding:

1) Monica Montgomery is ours! She is a true child, and loved one, of southeast. Cole is not.
2) Monica understands and carries the hopes and dreams of our community. Cole does not.
3) Monica makes us proud. Monica is smart, thoughtful, caring and genuinely concerned. Well, Cole is...

So, let us wrap this up quickly. We are watching and we are keeping score. Please be strongly advised and forewarned any further attacks from the democratic establishment or labor against Monica, or the perpetuation of the multitude of lies in support of Cole, will absolutely, without question be remembered in 2020 and beyond! This is the line in the sand. This is the last straw. This is make or break!

We are calling on you to denounce the recent hate mail and to call for a public apology from those responsible. Ideally, you would further pull your endorsement of Cole and respect the community. Alternatively, you would dual endorse in these closing days. At a minimum, you will do nothing else in support of Cole... not GOTV, not robocalls, neither positive nor negative hit pieces. STAND DOWN!

We hope you will show your respect and commitment to community will, to people of color, to your present and hopeful future constituents. This is a moment of truth. What happens next will count and long be remembered.

In Solidarity,
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